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Ayah 31
 FِِG=ْHَIِ 8ْJَHِ"َ K'HEََL)' أَرَْ"8ْEَ إَِ?Cِْ*)' َوأAَْ<1ََْت َ?ُ*)' ُ.<'َ=>ً َوآ8َْ9 67ُ' َوا1َ3ٍِة .-,ُْ*)'

K.َ َِ-M َشK3َ (َEْOُأَ$1ِْ$َُ*)' َو (َJْ'POََو QَُRْGَS7َْأ Qَُ,ْ$َرَأ K'HEََL ۖ '(*ِْCEَAَ ْUGُVْ8ِ ا?َKOََو Kً,C-="ِ 
Xٌ$Gِ7َ YٌEَ.َ 'Zَِا إ[ َٰF ًا إِْنG َ̂ َI َا[ َٰF

So when she heard of their scheming, she sent for them and prepared for 
them a banquet and gave each one of them a knife and said [to Joseph], 

"Come out before them." And when they saw him, they greatly admired him 
and cut their hands and said, "Perfect is Allah ! This is not a man; this is 

none but a noble angel."
'(FِِG=ْHَIِ 8ْJَHِ"َ K'HEََL

So when she heard of their scheming
Allah calls the backbiting of the women of the city a plot, because the 
reason behind all this gossip was an excuse to see Yusuf ا$#"م &'() 
themselves. 

'(*ِْC?َِ8ْ إEَ"َْأَر
she sent for them

There are no connectors in this sentence, showing the immediate response 
of the wife of the Aziz. 
She sent the ladies who were plotting against her an invitation to visit her 
palace. The palace of the Aziz had a high status in Egyptian society, 
everyone who was invited would surely accept the invitation.

َوأAَْ<1ََْت َ?ُ*)' ُ.<'َ=>ً 
and she prepared for them a banquet




she prepared for them : ا(-,ْت
Verb : .,)ا
0ّ1$ : specially for them
23-4 : a soft couch, with bolsters, on which one can recline comfortably
Verb : 235ا : to lean
This word is called ا89 734ن, because it shows the position of something.

The setting of the banquet was opulent, with a relaxing ambiance. She 
supervised all the arrangements herself, because she wanted everything 
perfect for her competitors. This was part of her plot; she wanted them 
completely relaxed, so when the time came, they would not be able to 
control their reactions. She wanted them to be there for a while, 
comfortably reclining, being served delicacies, to lull them into a state of 
relaxation, so they would be unprepared for the surprise she was about to 
spring upon them. 
The guests arrived, dressed elaborately, bejeweled, with their hair coiffed, 
their faces made up, as we see in the pictures of ancient Egyptian women. 
They were guided to these plush arrangements, were served  canapés, 
which included fruit. The fruit was not peeled and chopped, but was served 
whole, and required cutting. This was the pivotal part of the elaborate plot 
the wife of the Aziz had planned. 

Kً,C-="ِ '(*ُْ,-. َوآ8َْ9 67ُ' َوا1َ3ٍِة
and she gave each one of them a knife

On the table before the guests were laid all the utensils they would need. 
This was Egypt, the place with one of the most advanced civilizations of the 
ancient world. Imagine the utensils at their disposal, made of precious 
metals, embedded with precious stones. 
The wife of the Aziz made sure all her special guests had a knife each. 
The guests were involved with chatting and eating, cutting up the fruit of 
their choice, when.......




 '(*ِْCEَAَ ْUGُVْ8ِ ا?َKOََو

and she said [to Joseph], "Come out before them."
It seems Yusuf was kept in a room somewhere around this banquet, and 
she went to him and ordered him to appear before these women. 
go out : ا>;ج
01'() : upon them

Yusuf was bestowed by Allah with half the beauty of all the beautiful people 
from mankind! He did not venture outside the place walls. When confronted 
with a member of the opposite sex, he would cover his face so as not to 
cause a trial for the woman. 
Yusuf was reluctant to appear before these women, but he was 
commanded by the wife of his master to do so.
She wanted to show the women that her behaviour was justified, because 
the beauty of Yusuf was enough to tempt anyone, let alone someone who 
sees him every day, and lives in the same house as him. 
The ladies of the city had a picture in mind about Yusuf; the reality they 
were about to see was beyond their imagination.

Qَُ,ْ$َرَأ K'HEََL 
And when they saw him

Yusuf appeared suddenly. He appeared to be glowing, such was his 
beauty.

 QَُRْGَS7َْأ
they greatly admired him

They exalted him, praised him. They were stunned, stared at him 
unblinkingly.




َوJْ'POََ) أ$1ِْ$ََُ*)' 

and cut their hands
They could not believe their eyes. The knives slipped, hacking into skin and 
flesh, but they could not feel the pain; their senses were numbed at his 
sight. Blood flowed freely.
0=ٌ?@ : they cut forcefully
Verb : َB.?@ : to cut forcefully
The knife cut into their hands forcefully and deeply. 
Scientists have discovered that when a human being reaches such a state 
of astonishment, his mind becomes numb, and he cannot feel any pain. 
This is a natural anesthesia.  
This was an intense reaction.
Desire is found in everyone's hearts, but it must be controlled. The 
legislations in Islam direct the desire in the right direction. The believing 
men and women have been ordered to lower their gaze, not look at 
something haraam. 

َ'Mإِن' ا ۗ Xْ*ُ?َ ٰ`7َْأَز Yَِ?َٰذ ۚ Xْ*ُdَُوGُL ا#ُeَfgَْ$َو XْFِِرKhَْIَا ِ.ْ) أ#ijkَُ$ lَ,ِ.ِْmHُEْ-? 6Oُ 

Jَُ,hَْ$ KHَIِ GٌCSِVَ#َن
Tell the believing men to reduce [some] of their vision and guard their 

private parts. That is purer for them. Indeed, Allah is Acquainted with what 
they do.

24:30
'(*ُdَُوGُL (َْeَfgَْ$َو '(FِِرKhَْIَأ (ْ.ِ (َjْjُkَْ$ ِتKَ,.ِْmHُEْ-? 6Oَُو 

And tell the believing women to reduce [some] of their vision and guard 
their private parts 

24:31



Nowadays everything around is geared to highlight desires, be they 
movies, songs, even cartoons! Bad companions also have an influence on 
behaviour. 
Abu Musa reported Allah's Messenger 8(9 و &'() Dا E(F as saying:
The similitude of good company and that of bad company is that of the 
owner of musk and of the one (iron-smith) blowing bellows, and the owner 
of musk would either offer you free of charge or you would buy it from him 
or you would. smell its pleasant odour, and so far as one who blows the. 
bellows is concerned, he would either burn your clothes or you shall have 
to smell its repugnant smell.

َ(0ْ أE9َN4ُ JPَِ، َ(0ِ ا$F IJLِ.M)E اD ()'& و9)8 َ@7َل ،
ْ#Sِ إ7.4ِ "   ِTْا Uُ4ِ7VََW ;ِ'3ِ$ْا ِXWِ7َYَو Sِ#ْ ِTْا Uِ4ِ7VَZَ ِءNْ.#$اْ$َ[)ِ'ِ\ ا$_.7$ِ^ِ َواْ$َ[)ِ'ِ\ ا Uَُ`4َ 7aَ.Yِإ 

إ7.4ِ أَْن M4ِ ,َِ]َ5ُْ& ِرeًَLI'َf 7Vًc َوXWِ7َYُ اْ$3ِ'ِ; إ7.4ِ أَْن Vُْcِ;َق إ7.4ِ أَْن Lَ5ْ-7ََع M4ُِْ& َو  أَْن SََciِVُْc َو
eًَ`'Lِ<َ 7Vًcإ7.4ِ أَْن 5َ[َِ, ِر . " SََP7َ'jِ َو

٦٨٦٠ # nc,o ، 7ب # ٤٦-Z ، 8(#4 ^'VF

Desires have existed since man was created. They engross the senses, 
and make the person oblivious to everything else but the object of his 
desire.
There is a liked engrossment too, which comes with directing the desire to 
good. 
A man at the time of the Messenger of Allah 8(9 و &'() Dا E(F needed to 
have his leg amputated. They offered him anesthetic such as existed then. 
But he refused, asking them to amputate it while he was engrossed in 
prayer; his level of عNr< being such that he could not feel the pain. 


 ِM َشK3َ (َEْOَُو
and they said, "Perfect is Allah!"

This was  a ^'L#5 , praise to Allah. Only Allah could have created such 
beauty.



Gًا َ̂ َI ا[Fٰ K.
"This is not a man"

In their minds, such beauty could not exist in a human being. Imagine how 
beautiful must our Creator be! Imagine your reaction when you will see Him 
in Paradise, this is the greatest delight, more than Paradise.

X$Gِ7َ YٌEَ.َ 'Zَِا إ[ َٰF إِْن
"this is none but a noble angel"

When we think of angels, we imagine light, beauty and perfection. This is 
what these women meant. 
Ayah 32
6ْJَْfَ$ Xْ'? (nِ?ََو ۖ XَhَJَْ>"ْKَL Qِoِْf'R (Aَ Qُi91ْ رَاَودqَ?ََو ۖ QِCLِ r,ِ',ُ> ُْs ا?'ِ]ي '(=ُِ?َٰ[َL 8ْ?َKOَ 

(َ$GِuِK'h?ا (َ-. KًR#=َُC?ََو َ'vwَoُْC?َ ُُهG.ُآ K.َ
She said, "That is the one about whom you blamed me. And I certainly 
sought to seduce him, but he firmly refused; and if he will not do what I 
order him, he will surely be imprisoned and will be of those debased."

The inner good of Yusuf is seen by the fact that he refused the advances of 
the wife of the Aziz. Inner beauty reflects on the outside actions. 
Physical beauty takes precedence over inner beauty when choosing a 
spouse, forgetting that outer beauty will fade eventually. If the inner self is 
evil, outer beauty is useless, like a hollow shell. 
The wife of the Aziz tempted the city women by giving them a glimpse of 
Yusuf and then taking him away, like showing water to the thirsty person 
and taking it away. 
Now that everything was out in the open, she saw no reason to hold back 
her feelings. After their reaction, they were in the same boat, they all 
desired Yusuf. 



QِCLِ r,ِ',ُ> ُْs ا?'ِ]ي '(=ُِ?َٰ[َL 8ْ?َKOَ
She said, "That is the one about whom you blamed me

She feels justified for her behaviour. She saw Yusuf day and night; they 
only caught a glimpse of Yusuf and were stunned. 

Qِoِْf'R (Aَ Qُi91ْ رَاَودqَ?ََو
And I certainly sought to seduce him

She knew they couldn't malign her, so she confessed her sin openly and 
shamelessly. 
(to be continued next week in shaa Allah)





 




 




